We love the luxurious fusion of Matt
Black fixtures, hexagon feature tiles
and timber-inspired floor tiles .

WELLNESS AND LUXURY
“Reflecting the health and wellness lifestyle of the owners, this modern ensuite has been
renovated to match the contemporary style, luxury and functionality of this Brisbane
penthouse apartment. With space at a premium, an enclosure that combines both bathing
and wellness was installed. The large walk-in glass steam room/shower replaced what
was previously a built-in bath tub. Part of the external bathroom wall was removed and
replaced with glass to improve light in the space, plus allow for a view of the cityscape.
The ceiling inside the enclosed space needed to be at a certain angle and tiled to allow for
condensation to run off into the drain without dripping on the user. The tile selection was
paramount, as was the ratio required between the amounts of glass used and insulated
walls so that the steam room maintained the correct temperature and condensation
levels. A new half wall was constructed, which allowed for plumbing and other services
to be relocated within the room. The wall beneath the window was made wide to house
the concealed toilet system and suspend the black toilet pan. This “services” wall then
continues behind the vanity basins and seamlessly into the shower. The addition of the
mirror-faced storage joinery, just above the wall and stepped in from the outside window,
creates a recessed niche. Panels of charcoal glass line the niche, with highlights coming
from the energy-efficient defused LED lights. The decor is contemporary and seamlessly
incorporates the adjoining furnishings of the dressing room and master bedroom.”
Designer: Kim Duffin CKD Au for Sublime Architectural Interiors
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EXPERT TIP
The substitution of
glass instead of walls
is a clever way to
let in light and take
advantage of stunning
views.

SHOP THE LOOK
Vanity top Floating
benchtop in Polytec Sepia
Oak, Ravine finish, built-up
top to give illusion of
60mm laminated
®® Vanity drawer fronts
and panels Two-pack
black in satin finish
®® Basins Studio Bagno
Qube in Matt Black
®® Shower Steam shower
— Effegibi Aqua Steam
Complete 45 supplied
by Rogerseller, shower
head — Phoenix Vivid
twin shower in Matt
Black, mixer — Mizu
Bliss shower mixer in
chrome
®® Taps Basin mixers —
Milli Axon Extended in
®®

chrome, bottle trap —
Mizu Drift Adjustable in
chrome/Matt Black
®® Toilet suite Studio
Bagno Nicole wallhung pan and seat in
Matt Black, Geberit 150
undercounter in-wall
cistern, Geberit Sigma
50 flush plate, Matt Black
with chrome buttons
®® Tiles — wall Plain ceramic
wall tile in charcoal
600mm x 300mm from
Metro Tiles by Southern
Cross Ceramics
®® Tiles — floor Timber
plank-look floor tile from
Metro Tiles, matt finish in
Nuances Rovere 225mm
x 900mm

®® Tiles — feature wall

Patterned Geo ceramic
wall tile in charcoal
600mm x 300mm from
Metro Tiles by Southern
Cross Ceramics
®® Niche splashback
®® 6mm toughened glass in
black supplied by Glass
Splashback Company
®® Accessories Toilet roll
holder — Phoenix Radii in
chrome

want more?
SHOP THEIR SHOWROOM
kimduffindesign.com.au
sublimegroup.com.au
6/45 Jijaws Street,
Sumner Park Qld
(07) 3715 6009
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